Declaration of Conformity

The product named below fulfills the requirements of directives and standards listed. In the case of unauthorized modifications to the product or an unintended use this declaration becomes invalid. This declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer.

**Product name:**
CryoCube® F740i, CryoCube® F740iw, CryoCube® F740hi, CryoCube® F740hiw
including accessories
F740310011  F740310021  F740310031  F740310041
F740320011  F740320021  F740320031  F740320041
F740310111  F740310131  F740320111  F740320131

**Product type:**
Ultra-low temperature freezer
“i” designates model with touch user interface, in general
“iw” designates model with refrigerant hydrofluorocarbon, air-cooled
“hi” designates model with refrigerant hydrocarbon, air-cooled
“hiw” designates model with refrigerant hydrocarbon, water-cooled

**Relevant directives / standards:**

- 2014/35/EU: EN 61010-1
- 2014/30/EU: EN 61326-1
- 2011/65/EU: EN 50581
- 2014/68/EU: EN 378-2 (partial)

UL 61010-1 (except F740hiw), CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 61010-1 (except F740hiw)
47 CFR FCC part 15
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